rBNS –
Rugged
BitNetSentry

Rugged Data Processing Module
rBNS is a smart gateway between airborne and
ground networks.
rBNS is a seamless network entity, optimizing and
ADDRESS
controlling time-critical and mission-critical
communication, including data-link to/from ground.
The modular structure of rBNS allows easily to add,
remove and configure services. rBNS is a hard realtime product with negligible latency compared to
data transportation time.
rBNS is certified with the following standards:
MIL-STD 810-G for shock and vibrations,
MIL-STD461-G for EMI/RFI, MIL-STD 704A for input
voltage, as well as DO-254, DO-178, and SOF for
airborne safety.

About Us

Embedded Solutions was established in 2002. The
company operates in two modes: 1) In standard
mode, the company provides time and mission
critical communication solutions as well as tactical
systems.
Its technology deals with unstable end-to-end
connectivity, strict prioritization requirements,
traffic, and protocol restrictions.
2) In stealth mode, Embedded Solutions has
developed the BitNetSentry (BNS)- communication
security device.

Features

Seamlessly transparently inspects the traffic that
crosses it.
Detects network events (e.g. source/destination
addresses, pre-defined message sequences and
predefined data patterns)
Intervenes the data flow and applies services to the
data:
Bandwidth management for the entire data link channel and
for the separate data sources
Traffic prioritization
Traffic accumulation in the case of Data Link unavailability
One-way traffic allowance (uplink only or downlink only
communication)
Protocol conversion (optional)
RS 170 analog video to ITU-T H.264 Video over IP
MIL-STD-1553 mux-bus to IEEE 802.3 Ethernet
HOTLINK to IEEE 802.3 Ethernet

Redirection of selected traffic to one or several destinations
Address Resolution
IPSec traffic Encryption/Decryption
Special signaling and alarms
Extensive logging capability
rBNS will recover automatically after a communication loss
rBNS is manageable via LAN, serial or MIL-STD-1553 interface
Extensive Built-in Test capabilities

Specifications

Rugged BitNetSentry (rBNS)

*rBNS comprehensive functions are confidential. Thus,
disclosing additional information is subject to
management approval, including signing an NDA.
**Product specification is subject to changes without
notice.
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